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Discussion topic. 

Essential Facilities. Competition Law, not so essential? 

By Alvaro R. Sanchez G. 

 

I. Framework. 

1. Pursuant to Federal Economic Competition Law (“LFCE””), article 94, 

competition authority, Federal Economic Competition Commission (“Cofece”), 

can determine the presence of Barriers to Competition (“BC”) and Essential 

Facilities (“EF”) in a relevant market.1 

2. Investigative procedures could only be carried out by Cofece’s own initiative 

or in response to government Executive Branch petition. 

3. From my perspective, one main objective of article 94 is identification of 

anticompetitive situations derived from the presence of EF in regulated 

 
1 It is worth noting the concept of BC differs -for its legal treatment- from entry/expansion/exit 

barriers (legal, technical, economic) which are studied to identify markets´ competitive landscape 

pursuant to other LFCE´s procedures. 

There are numerous studies dealing with EF. The approach followed in USA and EU or some other 

jurisdictions could be read in: 

Massadeh, Ali A., The Essential Facilities Doctrine Under Scrutiny: EU and US Perspective (January 

11, 2011). UEA Law Working Paper No. 2011-AM-1.  

At: https://ssrn.com/abstract=1738326 

OECD (1996), “The Essential Facilities Concept” Policy Roundtables.  

At: https://www.oecd.org/competition/abuse/1920021.pdf 

Waller, Spencer Weber, and Tasch, W., Harmonizing Essential Facilities, 76 Antitrust L.J. 3 (2010).  

At: https://lawecommons.luc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1073&context=facpubs 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=1738326
https://www.oecd.org/competition/abuse/1920021.pdf
https://lawecommons.luc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1073&context=facpubs
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markets lacking “effective competition conditions”.2 If such is the case, Cofece 

“instructs” the regulated economic agent to modify its commercial behavior 

to get rid of such anticompetitive situations.3 

II. Mexican experience on EF. 

4. So far, up to my knowledge, the only public document issued by Cofece 

dealing with EF relates to Slots allocation at the International Airport of 

Mexico City (“AICM”).4 Cofece found out that “inefficient” procedures followed 

by AICM to allocate slots in such saturated airport (with no close substitutes) 

were the source of a series of “anticompetitive” effects, thus Cofece 

“instructed” AICM some measures for a more efficient access to slots in order 

to cope with such anticompetitive effects.5 

5. AICM is an economic agent -under LFCE-, yet it is under regulation by the 

Ministry of Communications and Transportation (“SCT”), pursuant to the Law 

of Airports and its Regulations. 

 
2 To my knowledge there are no public criteria issued by Cofece to clarify what should be understood 

by “effective competition conditions”. 

 
3 Although remedies could go up to instruct divestitures. (Cf., article 94, d). 
4 Cofece, File IEBC-001-2015. 

At: https://www.cofece.mx/CFCResoluciones/docs/Asuntos%20Juridicos/V225/9/3849523.pdf 

 https://www.cofece.mx/insumo-esencial-en-el-mercado-de-servicios-de-transporte-aereo/ 
5 Those anticompetitive effects are generated in the market of air transportation services for 

passengers: i) excessive market concentration; ii) entry or expansion barriers; iii) scant routes 

innovation. It is a moot question whether the specific “anticompetitive” effects as pointed out by 

Cofece´s in such file fall within LFCE´s scope of anticompetitive conducts. 

https://www.cofece.mx/CFCResoluciones/docs/Asuntos%20Juridicos/V225/9/3849523.pdf
https://www.cofece.mx/insumo-esencial-en-el-mercado-de-servicios-de-transporte-aereo/
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6. Modifications to slot operational allocations procedures will impact airlines 

availability for landing and departure schedules. Being this the case, Delta Air 

Lines complained before a Court of Cofece´s resolution. Court´s decision 

established Cofece did not have legal power to “instruct” AICM to conduct 

itself distinctly to prevailing regulatory framework. According to such Court, 

SCT, the current sectorial regulator, is the legal entity in charge of instructing 

AICM operational conduct.6 

III. General comments. 

7. LFCE´s procedures might take about a couple of years to be concluded and 

they involve substantial human and financial resources from all involved 

parties (i.e., Cofece, other regulatory authorities, economic agents).  

 
6Primer tribunal colegiado de circuito en materia administrativa especializado en competencia 

económica, radiodifusión y telecomunicaciones, con residencia en la Ciudad de México y jurisdicción 

en toda la República. 

Ref. Décima Época Registro: 2020088 Instancia: Tribunales Colegiados de Circuito Tipo de Tesis: 

Aislada. Fuente: Semanario Judicial de la Federación Publicación: viernes 14 de junio de 2019 10:20 h 

Materia(s): (Administrativa) Tesis: I.1o.A.E.260 A (10a.)  

At:https://sjf.scjn.gob.mx/SJFSem/Paginas/DetalleGeneralV2.aspx?Epoca=&Apendice=&Expresion=&Dominio=

Tesis%20Publicadas&TA_TJ=0&Orden=3&Clase=DetalleSemanarioBL&Tablero=&NumTE=81&Epp=20&Desde

=-100&Hasta=-

100&IDTipoTesis=0&Index=2&SemanaId=201939,201924&ID=2020088&Hit=59&IDs=2020656,2020655,2020654,2

020653,2020110,2020109,2020108,2020107,2020103,2020099,2020096,2020095,2020094,2020093,2020092,2020091,2

020090,2020089,2020088,2020087&Epoca=-100&Anio=-100&Mes=-100&SemanaId=201939,201924&Instancia=-

100&TATJ=0 

Note 1. Cofece has sustained such judicial decision applies only to Delta Air Lines. Being this the 

case, AICM will treat Delta Air Lines differently from other airlines -a situation which conflicts with 

its regulatory framework whereby AICM should provide services on non-discriminatory bases. (Cf. 

Law of Airports, article 6, V). 

Note 2. Cofece has requested Nation´s Supreme Court to clarify Cofece´s reach in regulated markets. 

To date no decision has been issued. 

https://sjf.scjn.gob.mx/SJFSem/Paginas/DetalleGeneralV2.aspx?Epoca=&Apendice=&Expresion=&Dominio=Tesis%20Publicadas&TA_TJ=0&Orden=3&Clase=DetalleSemanarioBL&Tablero=&NumTE=81&Epp=20&Desde=-100&Hasta=-100&IDTipoTesis=0&Index=2&SemanaId=201939,201924&ID=2020088&Hit=59&IDs=2020656,2020655,2020654,2020653,2020110,2020109,2020108,2020107,2020103,2020099,2020096,2020095,2020094,2020093,2020092,2020091,2020090,2020089,2020088,2020087&Epoca=-100&Anio=-100&Mes=-100&SemanaId=201939,201924&Instancia=-100&TATJ=0
https://sjf.scjn.gob.mx/SJFSem/Paginas/DetalleGeneralV2.aspx?Epoca=&Apendice=&Expresion=&Dominio=Tesis%20Publicadas&TA_TJ=0&Orden=3&Clase=DetalleSemanarioBL&Tablero=&NumTE=81&Epp=20&Desde=-100&Hasta=-100&IDTipoTesis=0&Index=2&SemanaId=201939,201924&ID=2020088&Hit=59&IDs=2020656,2020655,2020654,2020653,2020110,2020109,2020108,2020107,2020103,2020099,2020096,2020095,2020094,2020093,2020092,2020091,2020090,2020089,2020088,2020087&Epoca=-100&Anio=-100&Mes=-100&SemanaId=201939,201924&Instancia=-100&TATJ=0
https://sjf.scjn.gob.mx/SJFSem/Paginas/DetalleGeneralV2.aspx?Epoca=&Apendice=&Expresion=&Dominio=Tesis%20Publicadas&TA_TJ=0&Orden=3&Clase=DetalleSemanarioBL&Tablero=&NumTE=81&Epp=20&Desde=-100&Hasta=-100&IDTipoTesis=0&Index=2&SemanaId=201939,201924&ID=2020088&Hit=59&IDs=2020656,2020655,2020654,2020653,2020110,2020109,2020108,2020107,2020103,2020099,2020096,2020095,2020094,2020093,2020092,2020091,2020090,2020089,2020088,2020087&Epoca=-100&Anio=-100&Mes=-100&SemanaId=201939,201924&Instancia=-100&TATJ=0
https://sjf.scjn.gob.mx/SJFSem/Paginas/DetalleGeneralV2.aspx?Epoca=&Apendice=&Expresion=&Dominio=Tesis%20Publicadas&TA_TJ=0&Orden=3&Clase=DetalleSemanarioBL&Tablero=&NumTE=81&Epp=20&Desde=-100&Hasta=-100&IDTipoTesis=0&Index=2&SemanaId=201939,201924&ID=2020088&Hit=59&IDs=2020656,2020655,2020654,2020653,2020110,2020109,2020108,2020107,2020103,2020099,2020096,2020095,2020094,2020093,2020092,2020091,2020090,2020089,2020088,2020087&Epoca=-100&Anio=-100&Mes=-100&SemanaId=201939,201924&Instancia=-100&TATJ=0
https://sjf.scjn.gob.mx/SJFSem/Paginas/DetalleGeneralV2.aspx?Epoca=&Apendice=&Expresion=&Dominio=Tesis%20Publicadas&TA_TJ=0&Orden=3&Clase=DetalleSemanarioBL&Tablero=&NumTE=81&Epp=20&Desde=-100&Hasta=-100&IDTipoTesis=0&Index=2&SemanaId=201939,201924&ID=2020088&Hit=59&IDs=2020656,2020655,2020654,2020653,2020110,2020109,2020108,2020107,2020103,2020099,2020096,2020095,2020094,2020093,2020092,2020091,2020090,2020089,2020088,2020087&Epoca=-100&Anio=-100&Mes=-100&SemanaId=201939,201924&Instancia=-100&TATJ=0
https://sjf.scjn.gob.mx/SJFSem/Paginas/DetalleGeneralV2.aspx?Epoca=&Apendice=&Expresion=&Dominio=Tesis%20Publicadas&TA_TJ=0&Orden=3&Clase=DetalleSemanarioBL&Tablero=&NumTE=81&Epp=20&Desde=-100&Hasta=-100&IDTipoTesis=0&Index=2&SemanaId=201939,201924&ID=2020088&Hit=59&IDs=2020656,2020655,2020654,2020653,2020110,2020109,2020108,2020107,2020103,2020099,2020096,2020095,2020094,2020093,2020092,2020091,2020090,2020089,2020088,2020087&Epoca=-100&Anio=-100&Mes=-100&SemanaId=201939,201924&Instancia=-100&TATJ=0
https://sjf.scjn.gob.mx/SJFSem/Paginas/DetalleGeneralV2.aspx?Epoca=&Apendice=&Expresion=&Dominio=Tesis%20Publicadas&TA_TJ=0&Orden=3&Clase=DetalleSemanarioBL&Tablero=&NumTE=81&Epp=20&Desde=-100&Hasta=-100&IDTipoTesis=0&Index=2&SemanaId=201939,201924&ID=2020088&Hit=59&IDs=2020656,2020655,2020654,2020653,2020110,2020109,2020108,2020107,2020103,2020099,2020096,2020095,2020094,2020093,2020092,2020091,2020090,2020089,2020088,2020087&Epoca=-100&Anio=-100&Mes=-100&SemanaId=201939,201924&Instancia=-100&TATJ=0
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8. Yet abovementioned judicial decision implies thereafter, any other procedure 

by Cofece pursuant to article 94, regarding EF in regulated markets lacking 

“effective competition conditions” whereby “anticompetitive” effects are 

detected, might be challenged in court and will certainly end up at most with 

just non-binding “recommendations” by Cofece to regulated economic 

agents.7 

9. In such a situation would it be better for the authority and the competition 

environment to deal with anticompetitive effects (e.gr., illicit concentrations 

and monopolistic practices) through other current procedures whereby 

Cofece´s decisions turn out binding?8      

ARSG 

 
7 Thus, an affected agent by Cofece´s resolution might as well go to court, which most likely will 

resolve upon Delta´s precedent. 

Regarding BC´s the same situation would apply if Cofece tries to order a regulated economic agent 

to get rid of a BC. See LFCE, article 94, b. 
8 I thank Mr. Stephan Tribukait for noting this point. (For exclusionary practices regarding EF see 

LFCE, article 56, XII, XIII). 

Additionally, it should be remembered any Cofece´s decision might be challenged in court; in such 

cases courts will have the final saying. 


